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“……IFBI gave me the platform to enhance my knowledge skills and
deliver my best. I still remember the first presentation that I gave
during ISAS which prepared me for what I am today .I got a chance to
interact with people with varied academic background and experiences
which gave me a good learning.
Vikas Tripathi-PGDBO
Assistant Manager- ICICI Bank
IFBI Kolkata

Rajesh Mahto-PGDBO
Deputy Manager-HDFC Bank
IFBI Hyderabad

Sami Madhuri-PGDBO
Assistant Manager- South Indian Bank
IFBI Hyderabad

Abhishek P Jain-PGDBO
Officer-ICICI Bank
IFBI Mysore

Harshita Makhija-PGDBO
Officer-ICICI Bank
IFBI Lucknow

I V Phani Prasad-PGDBO
Assistant Manager- Lakshmi Vilas Bank
IFBI Hyderabad

Thank you IFBI…..”

“….The gentle and kind nature of the teachers who taught us
was terrific and one can gain more while enjoying. The activities taken
up during the course are definitely a tool to win the world of banking.
All practical knowledge helped me a lot, even after completion of the
course my IFBI course coordinator helped me.
Message for fresher’s: Go and get the better opportunity to learn the
Banking industry at IFBI.......

“…..before joining my first job I had some real time experience of banks
which, I gained through IFBI classes. I can surely say that. The
sessions have enhanced my communication and professional skills.
The course material given at IFBI was really fantastic. The role plays
conducted during my course helped me to overcome my fear of
speaking in public and enhanced my communication skills.
I suggest that people who want to choose banking as their career, must
join IFBI to get transformed in to a “perfect banker…….”

“...IFBI is one of the greatest institutes which helped us to become a
banker. During the course, sessions helped us to enhance the
knowledge by providing us with good faculty members and with very
good course material. Through E-Learning, simulation and games we
get hands on experience.
Thank you IFBI. ...”

“... I can never forget the lab timings, all of us had a great opportunity
to do practical of the theory we learnt. IFBI actually developed a sense
of ownership and responsibility in us and this clearly reflects in all
IFBIans working with different companies across country.
IFBI provides you a platform to spread our wings and fly high....”

“....After the class room work I was very happy and was confident that
I can go and work in the bank. The class room work for the three
months was real good experience for me. The knowledge and skills I
have got from the faculty members are very useful in dealing the
customers.
I am very thankful to IFBI for my career.....”
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Devendra Choudhary-PGDBO
Assistant Manager-SBI
IFBI Mumbai

“.....When we joined IFBI, we had no knowledge of banking and the
banking industry. But after joining IFBI, we have gained so much
knowledge that we can say we are a true banker. The faculties were
too experienced and cooperative. They made our learning sessions
very interesting and practical.
We learnt a lot and we enjoyed a lot during our course at our Mumbai
centre. Thank you IFBI......”

“....Thanks to IFBI for giving me an entry into such a huge organization.

Parvathy Parasuram-PGDBO
Relationship Manager-HDFC Bank
IFBI Chennai

.....Motivation provided by IFBI faculty members has brought me to
such a good level. If each student is given the kind of training that I was
given at IFBI I am sure they will be successful in career. Application
oriented teaching is the highlight of the syllabus.
My experience at IFBI was the best. Am sure each graduate from
IFBI will have a similar experience to share...

“....It was great experience when I did the course but never thought
that this will give me such a good exposure to my carrier. Banking
knowledge given to us during classes and the learning capability built in
was awesome.
Himanshi Joshi-PGDBO
Deputy Manager-HDFC Bank
IFBI Ahemdabad

I would Like to Thank all my teachers of IFBI to give us a good
knowledge and guidance for our career.....”

“....WHAT A PLACE TO START!
The classes at IFBI help us to prepare in how to work and perform at
the job from the very first day. Studying at IFBI laid a strong foundation
in achieving my goals of becoming a banking professional
Anand Prakash Pandey-PGDBO
Backup Branch Manager-HDFC Bank
IFBI Delhi

Thank you IFBI...”

“...Banking was my Dream and IFBI made it come true. I have
achieved many things in life it’s all due to IFBI. I am proud to be an
IFBI student.
Sachin Maharaja –PGDBO
Deputy Manager-HDFC Bank
IFBI Hyderabad

Knowledge which is shared at IFBI classes is practically implemented
at Banks… Thanks to IFBI.....”

“...IFBI has helped me a lot in terms of practical and theoretical
knowledge as far as banking is concerned. The sessions were
wonderful .IFBI gave me the first step towards banking Industry
Rakesh Kushwaha –PGDBO
Deputy Manager –HDFC Bank
IFBI Delhi

I keep recommending IFBI to my friends so that they too can get a
good start in their career as I got. IFBI has helped me to shape my
career the way I had never thought of.....”.
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“....Knowledge imparted through the training sessions, gave me
enough inputs about banking which a fresher joining a bank can never
ever think of. The Finacle training that we got at IFBI was excellent.
Aakash Sharma-PGDBO
Deputy Manager-Axis Bank
IFBI Ahemdabad

We enjoyed a lot during all the sessions, as they all were interactive
and we were given every chance to share our opinion. Role plays
helped me to fight the demons of stage fear that I had before joining
IFBI. All the assignments and exams gave me enough knowledge
about day to day banking practices.
IFBI gave me a platform to enter into the banking sector....”

Rakesh Bosu- PGDFPRM
Finance Executive-Exim India Krishi Bikash Ltd.
IFBI Kolkata

“....Faculty members at IFBI, In one word “Great” and in few words “A
diamond set”. The activities done during the course were pure
constructive and practical lessons .In my view IFBI acts like
Dronacharya ....”
A solid lesson.......

“....At IFBI different software taught during sessions are very useful in
day to day banking, role plays and ISAS help us prepare for
competition.

Gopesh Kedia-PGDBO
Head Cashier- Bank of Baroda
IFBI Ahemdabad

Nitin Agarwal-PGDBO
Senior Manager-Yes Bank
IFBI Delhi

The knowledge gained at IFBI helped me to crack BOB exam.
Thank You IFBI.....”

“...After my joining. I found that IFBI is really a very good platform to
start my career and I found the change in my life. The internship was
very helpful when we were on the desks.
As IFBI has trained me up to that level so that I’ll be able to show my
productivity from the first day itself. The knowledge about banking is
very necessary before you are going to join any banking industry and
IFBI has made the entire thing very easy.....”

